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W elcome to Bookish, 

the new monthly school magazine celebrating books and reading at Patcham
High! 

This is your opportunity to tell us what you’re reading, recommend books,
contribute artwork and photographs, interview authors, write articles, join the
editorial / design team   - whatever you fancy doing! 

As a bonus, we have a year’s worth of funding from The Reading Agency
(www.readingagency.org.uk) so each printed contribution will receive a great
prize like Amazon vouchers, gifts or edible prizes from the canteen (please see
the acknowledgements page at the back of the magazine).  

Thanks to everyone who has submitted something so far ; it was very hard to
choose from all your amazing reviews and art work.  

We hope you like this magazine and look forward to hearing from you all!
Please bring any contributions to the library or email
library@patchamhigh.org.uk 



It. 

BOOK BY 

Stephan King 

REVIEW BY 

Lewis 8ANP (6.0 - AR Pts: 70.0) 

Have you read IT? Well now’s your chance! IT is a
Stephen King novel based on a shape-shifting beast
haunting the small town of Derry. A group of teens called
the Loser’s Club have to stop this beast before it’s too
late! This is a great book for those who like gruesome and
scary endings. 
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What book changed your life ?

Why is reading so important at
PHS?

t

{long pause as Mr McKee tries to
remember the title} 
{longer pause as Mr McKee tries to google
it} 
{Finally…} Fahrenheit 541 by Ray Bradbury

As I Walked Out One
Midsummer’s Morning by Laurie
Lee because it made me realise
you can just do whatever you
want to do, leave whatever it is
behind you and seek adventures.

Because it opens doors to other
worlds. Literacy is essential for
learning in all subjects and it’s a
friend for life. Love for reading
stays with you forever.

A book you'd give as a gift ?

What are you reading at the
moment? 

Who inspired you to start reading ?

My godmother’s husband owned
a publishers and she used to give
me books for Christmas and
birthdays so I knew that reading
was important. But it wasn’t until I
found a series of books by Jack
Higgins about spies and soldiers
when I was about 10 or 11 and
found them really interesting that I
really started enjoying reading.

It sounds weird because it’s called the
Restraint of Beasts and I can’t
remember who it’s by {Magnus Mills}
but I can tell you about him. He was a
milkman and he went to evening
classes to learn how to write and he
wrote his first book, quite a short book
about two labourers and their day to
day existence. It’s full of calamites but
it’s really funny. I have given it a few
times but nobody found it as funny as I
did.

featuring Mr.Mckee



Diary of A Wimpy Kid :
Double Down 

BOOK BY 

Jeff Kinney 

REVIEW BY 

Riley  9SH (5.5 - AR Pts: 3.00) 

I loved how this books starts with Greg thinking he’s in a TV show and that his family
are random people or robots. Then he thinks his dad is a robot and sprays him with
water to see. It’s really funny and get more hilarious when Manny the baby is born. Greg
looks in the mirror and says ‘I know what this means’. He thinks he is going to be
replaced and that wherever he goes, he is being recorded for the TV show. 

I also loved how when they are getting ready for Halloween, they want to go to this
really popular party. Greg’s friend Rowley is invited. He was going as a witch but then
Greg tells him they should be a two-headed creature so he can come. But his mum
drives them to the party and when they get there, she comes in with them without
asking and pulls out some board games. Surprisingly everyone loves them and starts
playing which was fun for them but when Rowley needs to go to the bathroom I already
knew what was going to happen because they didn’t make a zipper in their costume -it
was pretty funny. 
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Being Miss Nobody 

BOOK BY 

Tasmin Winter 

REVIEW BY 

Isabella 8CT 

Being Miss Nobody is about a girl called Rosalind starting secondary school. She became
mute when she was little at a birthday party so she finds it hard to make friends. At her new
school there are many bullies who bully the “nobodies”, so she starts a blog anonymously
calling herself “Miss Nobody” where she stands up for the victims and reveals the bullys’
acts.  
To give the blog publicity, Rosalind puts up posters around the school and before long
everybody knows about it and wants to know who Miss Nobody is. The only person who
knows Miss Nobody’s identity is her little brother, who is suffering with cancer. The blog
seems to give confidence to the “nobodies”, and some of them start fighting back against
the bullies. But has Miss Nobody become a bully herself? Will she ever be able to reveal her
true identity? 

I recommend this book to girls all ages. 
4 /5 

(BL: 6.1 - AR Pts: 12.0 ) 
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Pride & Prejudice  
BOOK BY 

Jane Austin  

REVIEW BY 

Selena     8PMA 

(12.0 - AR Pts: 27.0) 

The book, Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen is a book about love and family and friendship. The main
character, Elizabeth Bennett, is the most mature of her four sisters. She is also her dad’s favourite. When

two wealthy men come to the town, the mother is eager to marry at least one of her daughters off. It
comes as a huge shock when Elizabeth catches the eye of one of the men.                     

My favourite character is Elizabeth because she is the most mature and isn’t ‘boy-crazy’ like the other
females in the family. The book is very believable and could definitely happen in real life. The book was

published in 1813 and written in regency English but it is understandable (there is a glossary at the back if
needed.). 

Jane Austen writes in a way that lets you bond with and get to know all the characters. This book is great to
read in your free time. It was a page-turner because you want to know what happens to Elizabeth. 

Overall, the book is easy-going and I would suggest it to someone that enjoys romance and knows the
English language to a certain extent. 

8/10. 
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Collaborative reviews will be coming out 

soon, but if you’d like to read the books 

we are & join us one Friday for Book Talk, 

feel free to ask your Tutor. Everyone is 

invited. 

M S  M E A K E R ' S  B O O K  C L U B  
10NM are passionate about reading and sharing the stories they love, so Ms Meaker decided to
run a tutor group Book Club. We tried to all read the same book, but there are only a handful of
stories with more than 5 copies in school so we decided to take a different approach.  Ms
Meaker has provided us with some new books, and if we like them we recommend them to a
friend. Therefore the same books get passed on to many readers in our class. 

Our current favourites are: 'Apple and Rain' by Sarah Crossan, and worth 8 AR points. This one
has been read by 5 people and everyone loves the story about a young girl, getting to know her
mother again after many years apart. 

'One of Us is Lying' by Karen McManus, worth a fabulous 14 AR points is on its fourth reader.
This murder mystery thriller is a real winner. 

'Crongton Knights' by Alex Wheatle, is a funny and gripping gang story. 

Over the next few weeks we are reading: 

* Noah can’t even by Simon Green   * OrangeBoy by Patrice Lawrence   * The Hate You Give by
Angie Thomas 

Join us! 

10NM 
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Magnus Chase and the
Hammer of Thor   

BOOK BY 

Rick Riordan

REVIEW BY 

Will     8MMA 

(5.1 - AR Pts: 17.0) 

The series is about Norse mythology in the modern world. In this book, a group of
people are attempting to retrieve Thor’s hammer from wherever it might be. It’s really
interesting with lots of twists. I would recommend this book to anyone who likes
action books or is interested in Norse mythology. 

10/10 
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The Hobbit 

BOOK BY 

JRR tolkien 

REVIEW BY 

Omar 8CJV 

( BL: 6.6 - AR Pts: 16.0 ) 

Summary:  the book is about a bunch of dwarves, a hobbit and a wizard travelling to kill a dragon, Smaug. 
                    My thoughts: The protagonist isn’t likeable and neither are the dwarves. Gandalf is alright. The

villain isn’t very good because he doesn’t have a justification for his actions. Smaug is just a very clichéd and 
bland villain. Bilbo has a LOT of plot amour* and I don’t really like him. The dwarves are also bad because they
aren’t exactly innocent and have killed many just because they oppose them. Gandalf is just annoying because
he is always out and about and always comes at the last minute to save them. My favourite character would be

Beorn because he is very relatable. He just wants a peaceful life. The story was also very predictable. The only
appealing factor of the book is the sense of adventure. A lot of the characters weren’t developed well e.g.

Beorn, Gandalf, the dwarves the birds, the wargs and the goblins. 
               Round up:   I’ll rate it 5/10. It’s very cliché and even the sense of exploring the world dies out because

you don’t even explore that much, just a forest, a mountain and a couple of towns. I would recommend it to
someone who only cares about the journey and not the characters. The characters are written really badly and

aren’t likeable or relatable and the pacing is abysmal. I think it’s a mediocre book. 

* Character shields (also known as plot armour or plot shield) are plot devices in films and television shows that
prevent important characters from dying or being killed.” Urbandictionary.com 
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By :  Hannah 
In: 7VDR

By :  Jazmine 
In : 7RSA/RES

By :  Della 
In : 8CT
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Your art 
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Extended book reviews 
each win a £5 amazon
voucher or choose a prize 
Riley 9SH 
Ellie 8CJV 
Seleyna 8PMA 
Isabelle 8CT  
Omar 8CJV 

Short book reviews 
win a cookie voucher  
Lewis 8ANP 
Will 8MMA 

Editorial team 
Miss Jarvis 
Evie Harman 

Designer 
Evie Harman 

Photography.  
Cover= Jasmine C in Yr9 

Art work.  
each win a £5 amazon
voucher 
Hannah 7VDR 
Della 8CT 
Jazmine 7RSA/RES 

Finally, huge thanks to The
Reading Agency for their
generous support! Come
and claim your prizes in the
library!

 
 

We hope you’ve enjoyed the first
edition of our magazine! Immense 

thanks to Evie in year 9 for her
incredible work designing and

formatting Bookish. If you’d like to join
the editorial team, speak to Ms Jarvis in

the library -there are lots of
opportunities and everyone is

welcome. 
 

Thanks to all our amazing reviewers
and to everyone else who submitted a

review- it was SO hard to choose the
final ones. Thanks also to our

incredible artists. If you’d like to submit
something for next month’s magazine,

(art, book reviews, creative writing or
anything else bookish) please bring

your work to the library or email
library@patchamhigh.org.uk. 

prizes for everyone whose work is
used! 



The Books that Made Me:
exclusive interview with

best-selling author   

Patcham High’s favourite books of  
2017-18 – our top ten books of this year 

PLUS – Your book reviews and art work.  

Deadline for July Submissions: Friday 14th July.  
Please give all contributions to the library or email

library@patchamhigh.org.uk 
More fab prizes for all published work! 

Coming 
soon: 

Holly Bourne 

The July Issue 


